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Indicative vs. subjunctive: 
 

If Shakespeare didn’t write Hamlet, someone else did. 
If Shakespeare hadn’t written Hamlet, someone else would have. 

 
Two questions: 
 
 (1) What is the relation between indicative and subjunctive conditionals? Should 
one give a unified analysis, explaining the difference within it, or separate analyses for 
the two kinds of conditionals? 
 
                indicative 
 (2) Do   conditionals express propositions (have truth values)? 
               subjunctive 
 
According to a conditional assertion analysis, a conditional sentence is used to perform a 
distinctive kind of speech act involving two propositions, one of which is supposed, 
while the other is asserted in a way that is qualified by the supposition. The qualification 
is to be explained in terms of the norms for conditional assertion, and the way that a 
conditional assertion aims to change the context. 
 
According to a conditional proposition analysis, a conditional sentence is used to express 
a proposition that is a function of two other propositions, the ones expressed by 
antecedent and consequent (plus the context). 
 
The two questions are connected, since a conditional assertion analysis seems more 
plausible for indicative conditionals, while a propositional analysis seems more plausible 
for the subjunctive conditionals. 
 
It is clear enough what the function is of indicative conditional assertions (on either of the 
two kinds of analysis): they express epistemic dispositions, and contingency plans. One 
asserts if P then Q (in a given context) if and only if one is prepared to infer Q on 
learning P (as total relevant evidence,) It is less clear what the role is of counterfactual 
conditionals: what is the point of making claims about what would happen in 
circumstances that we know or assume will not arise? (It is clear enough that they do 
have a serious point in practical and epistemic reasoning, but it is harder to generalize 
about what it is, and so harder to say what the rules are for determining when such claims 
are true or assertable.) 
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A specific conditional assertion account: The speech act of (categorical) assertion is a 
proposal to change the context (represented by a set of possible worlds, the context set) 
by adding the information that is the content of the assertion to the context.  A 
conditional assertion begins with a supposition, which creates a temporary local context 
by adding the supposed information to the basic context. Then the consequent is asserted 
relative to this temporary context. The supposition is discharged by adding back the 
possibilities that were removed from the prior basic context by the supposition. A 
conditional is assertable, on this kind of account, when the credence of the consequent, 
conditional on the antecedent, is sufficiently high. 
 
A more specific propositional analysis: A conditional, If A, then B, is true in a given 
possible world w if and only if B is true in f(A,w), an A-world that is selected, relative to 
the given base world w.  The rough idea is that f(A,w) is a world that differs from w only 
in ways that are necessary to make A true. (In application, the selection function f may be 
only partially determined, resulting in semantic indeterminacy for some conditionals.) A 
conditional proposition is assertable, as with any proposition, when the (absolute) 
credence of the proposition is sufficiently high.  
 
But what are the criteria for selecting “a world that differs only in ways necessary to 
make A true”? In the indicative case, the considerations are epistemic, and so depend on 
the epistemic situations of those evaluating the conditional claims. This implies that 
indicative conditionals may be context-dependent in ways that raise special problems for 
the propositional account of those conditionals. But the conditional assertion analysis 
applies directly only to indicative conditionals, so there is work to be done to extend that 
kind of account to counterfactuals. 
 
So there is pressure to give independent accounts, but also a potential benefit that 
motivates the search for a unified account: if we can link the two kinds of conditionals, 
the clear epistemic and practical function of indicative conditionals may help us to find 
and justify the criteria for selecting the possibilities that are the way things would be on 
the supposition that a certain proposition, presupposed to be actually false, were true.  
 
The aim of the propositional analysis (on my way of understanding it) is not to reduce 
counterfactual conditionals to something more basic, but only to clarify their logical 
structure. The analysis is like the analysis of necessity as truth in all possible worlds 
(given by the modal semantics developed by Kripke and others). “Possible worlds” are 
themselves a modal notion, and we explain what they are by using modal words (possible 
worlds are just ways things might be, or counterfactual possible situations.) So the 
analysis does not reduce modality to something else, but it does help to explain why 
modal operators have the structure they have, and how they interact with other logical 
notions, such as quantifiers.  The modal semantics for conditionals has a similar aim: not 
to solve the traditional problem of counterfactuals, but to sharpen it it by clarifying the 
logical structure of conditionals, and providing a framework for stating the problem. The 
semantics is given in terms of a parameter which, in the abstract theory, is primitive: the 
selection function that choses the world as it would be if the antecedent were true. 
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The traditional strategy for explaining a philosophically problematic concept was the 
strategy of giving a reductive analysis, or an eliminative definition.  
 

A philosophical problem is a call to provide an adequate explanation in 
terms of an acceptable base. If we are ready to tolerate everything as 
understood, there is nothing left to explain; while if we sourly refuse to 
take anything, even tentatively, as clear, no explanation can ever be given. 
What intrigues us as a problem and what will satisfy us as a solution, will 
depend on the line we draw between what is already clear and what needs 
to be qualified. 
 
In the absence of any convenient and reliable criterion of what is clear, the 
individual philosopher can only search his philosophical conscience. . . . 
This talk of conscience is simply a figurative way of disclaiming any idea 
of justifying these basic judgments. 
 Nelson Goodman, Fact, Fiction and Forecast, pp. 31-32 

 
Even without a general criterion for drawing this line, one might expect some account of 
what it is about a particular concept that makes it philosophically problematic. But if one 
succeeds in providing a reductive analysis for some concept in terms of unproblematic 
concepts that one agrees are unproblematic, then one has solved the problem without 
saying much about what the problem was. We can, however, say something about why 
counterfactual conditionals, and other empirical but modal notions were considered 
problematic in the empiricist tradition. 
 
The empiricist tradition is skeptical about objective modal concepts: natural necessity 
and possibility (in contrast with both subjective modality – modal concepts used to 
characterize states of mind – and logical or semantic modality – modal concepts that can 
be explained, to use Hume’s language, in terms of relations of ideas.) The skepticism is 
rooted in the judgment that necessary connections in nature are not observable. One can 
observe what happens, but not what has to happen. One can observe regularities in 
nature, but not connections between facts. The empiricist project is to explain empirical 
modality by factoring it into logical or semantic modality and non-modal matters of fact. 
 
Next time we will consider, first, the traditional project of reductive analysis, as 
developed by Nelson Goodman, and then the project of providing a reduction in the 
context of the modal semantics for conditional logic. 
 
 
 


